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Up un'l last fall, ACEforward was the future of the Valley.
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The ACE Board accepted its staﬀ's recommenda'ons to postpone further work on
increasing its service frequency beyond the current 4 round trips a day, because the
infrastructure can't handle more, and there is no path forward to build infrastructure,
due to environmental objec'ons. The ACEforward DEIR was withdrawn.
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If ACE isn't going to expand its infrastructure, the Valley is essen'ally stuck for the
indeﬁnite future with only 4 round trips daily.
The combina'on of a housing crisis in the Bay Area and a conges'on crisis for
commuters from the Valley make the status quo en'rely unsa'sfactory.
Now that incremental expansion isn't going forward, the Valley needs a new vision.
TRAC recommends that Valley leaders stand together and insist the Valley wants and
deserves a far bePer rail link to the Bay Area. TRAC oﬀers you a plan that can feasibly
help you achieve that.
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In developing a new vision, it's necessary to have a solid grounding in
transporta'on theory. TRAC produced a paper, which we distributed to you
back in November, that outlines the diﬀerence between commute service and
true intercity service.
California doesn't yet have true intercity rail service, like that which can be found in
the Northeast Corridor.
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The problem is that California's passenger rail infrastructure is a hand-me-down from
the era of steam locomo'ves and freight trains. It was never built for speed. This is
why California trains can't provide faster travel that competes with the automobile.
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The current limita'ons in service are the result of sharing track with freight railroads.
That causes schedule unreliability and slow travel, as well as a limit on available slots
in congested corridors.
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To truly be intercity service, it means having to be compe''ve with the automobile.
The TRAC proposal would achieve that compe''ve edge by developing a much faster
infrastructure. While more expensive than sharing tracks with freight trains, the
poten'al beneﬁts will be well worth the cost.
We believe what's needed is a fast rail corridor connec'ng Tracy to Fremont. This
region was working on just such a plan ﬁve years ago. It was called the Altamont
Corridor Rail Project, or ACRP. In November, we distributed a newslePer from the
Project back in 2011 that spoke of all the beneﬁts of such a project. It had a glowing
introduc'on by Kathleen Galgiani, who was then an Assemblymember.
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The early exploratory work has all been done. That project had proceeded to the
point of a Preliminary Alterna'ves Analysis before the plug was pulled. Much of what
we're sugges'ng is a simple restar'ng of that process.
It's important to get the environmental work done as soon as possible, so that the
preferred route gets deﬁned. That will enable the right-of-way to be protected and
preserved, to prevent future obstacles to a successful project.
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A few key quotes [FAST]
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[FAST]
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The new twist that we bring is the recogni'on of serious commercial interest in the
Altamont Corridor. We see an excellent possibility that a public-private partnership
could build the new infrastructure. In the most favorable scenario, this could occur
without having to go to the state for funding.
What we're sugges'ng is that the JPA authorize staﬀ to have informal discussions
with private sector en''es, to see if there would be interest in moving further into a
formal RFP process. This is a no-cost exercise. We've draced a Resolu'on to that
eﬀect for your considera'on next month. A sample copy is at your desk.
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Our region has reached the point where the automobile no longer works well for
longer-distance commutes.
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Extreme conges'on creates such a demand for alterna've modes of travel that the
private sector is geeng interested in passenger rail once again. This is strikingly new.
We see it happening in Florida and Texas. We're asking you to ﬁnd out whether there
is interest out there in inves'ng signiﬁcant amounts of capital in your service.
The worst-case scenario is that that there is no response. No money was spent in
geeng that answer, and you're in the same place you are now. But if you get a bite, a
whole new world opens up.
What we see is a future in which you contract with a private ﬁrm to operate trains for
you on their tracks. What your JPA brings to the table is its funding, its passengers
and its authoriza'on from the State to operate trains.
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You've probably no'ced that I've been consistently talking about the Altamont
Corridor, and not the corridor the San Joaquin currently serves.
What we're sugges'ng is the shicing of your service onto the new Altamont Corridor
line, along with ACE.
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This is why. The biggest job market in the Bay Area is Silicon Valley.
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This would enable you to deliver passengers direct to Silicon Valley—both San Jose
and Mid-Peninsula--and San Francisco. These are a far bigger market than the one
you currently serve.
The shicing of the San Joaquin over to the Altamont Corridor is cri'cal in making a
public-private partnership feasible. It will take pulling together all the exis'ng public
funding into one corridor and combining your ridership with that of ACE, to make this
proposal workable.
Besides the great increase in ridership, combining both ACE and the San Joaquin
service across the Altamont Corridor begins the process of providing the Valley with
all-day service to the Bay Area. This is incredibly important in building a ridership that
consistently relies on trains for their longer-distance travel.
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There isn’t really a downside to combining the routes. The report shows there isn’t
that much ridership in the An'och to Oakland segment. The one market that stands
out is the San Francisco market, served by transfers from Emeryville. Those trips
could be made direct, without a transfer.
The shicing of the San Joaquin over to the Altamont Corridor is cri'cal in making a
public-private partnership feasible. It will take pulling together all the exis'ng public
funding into one corridor and combining your ridership with that of ACE, to make this
proposal workable.
Besides the great increase in ridership, combining both ACE and the San Joaquin
service across the Altamont Corridor begins the process of providing the Valley with
all-day service to the Bay Area. This is incredibly important in building a ridership that
consistently relies on trains for their longer-distance travel.
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ACE is proposing to build new tracks for UP, in exchange for rights to serve Ceres and
later, Merced. TRAC proposed an alterna've for ACE's proposed extension to
Merced.
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Rather than build new tracks for UP on the route to Merced, the funds would be used
instead to reopen the West Side line from Tracy down to Fresno. Its shown in red. If
UP agreed to move its freight traﬃc to that line, there would be adequate capacity
on the line to Merced for as many trains as ACE could run. Even bePer, with only
local freights on the line, there would be far less conges'on and far higher schedule
reliability.
With this change, the San Joaquin could run on the UP from Fresno north, going
through all the city centers. It would then travel to Lathrop, and then, on to the Bay
Area.
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The next step is tying Sacramento into the Altamont San Joaquin/ACE system. A
plalorm-to-plalorm 'med connec'on in Lathrop enables region-wide mobility. We
see this service termina'ng at the Sacramento Valley Sta'on, ac'ng as a hub to
connect with the rest of the region’s transit.
We believe rela'vely short DMU trains will be the best vehicle for the service. Their
low opera'ng costs will allow more frequent north-south trips.
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Finally, the last piece of the puzzle. We now need to address your current passengers
that have des'na'ons west of Stockton. The San Joaquin currently overlaps with the
Capitol Corridor between Mar'nez and Oakland, crea'ng duplica've and confusing
service. Your passengers that want to travel to these former San Joaquin sta'ons will
be able to have a 'med transfer to the Capitol Corridor in Fremont, and arrive at
these des'na'ons from the south. We expect the trip would be no longer than
current travel—and possibly be faster, because of the speed of the Altamont
Corridor.
A direct connec'on with Mar'nez, An'och and Oakley could be maintained by a bus
or shuPle train, connec'ng them to Stockton or Lathrop. Together with some
trackwork, this would eliminate the complica'on of having two Stockton sta'ons.
Not only is it possible to con'nue to meet the needs of current passengers, you will
see drama'c growth in ridership as you add new passengers wan'ng a fast commute
to Silicon Valley or San Francisco.
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Thank you. Any ques'ons?
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